PAGING SYSTEM AT UWHC

• If you lose or break your pager, please notify your program coordinator.
• For pager repairs/replacement (including replacement holsters) please contact Bridgett Molinar (bmolinar@medicine.wisc.edu 262-8840)

SENDING A PAGE

You have three options for sending a page to someone:

1. Call 262-2122 (paging and message center) and request that they page the individual to call you.
2. You can send a text page to the individual through U-Connect. From the home page, you can find the paging link in the orange bar at the top of the page.
3. You can page them directly by dialing 265-5000 and listen to the prompts.

PAGING STATUS

• The paging website (accessible through U-Connect and the Department of Medicine “Quick Links” displays the status of your pager.
• When you are gone (out ill, on vacation or at a conference) you are responsible for updating your paging status on the website.